Genuine Accessories
Mercedes-Benz Citan
Prices effective from June 2020.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Genuine Accessories
designed to keep
you moving.
At Mercedes-Benz Vans we offer a wide range of accessories
and optional features to enhance your driving experience,
security and safety.
More than just ‘accessories’, these components have been
developed to do their job as effectively as possible, while
delivering quality that’s built to last. They ensure your Citan
delivers even more versatility, inside and out. They mean
you’re able to make your van as individual as your business is.
And above all, they help to keep your business moving.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Wheels and Drive
Get the look with your choice of wheels, or enjoy the
protection of our mudflaps while you drive. Our range of
options makes it easy to customise your Citan to suit your
driving style.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

01 12-spoke wheel

If you’re looking to give your Citan a look that’s more unique to
you, then choose our 12-spoke wheel option, finished in silver.

01

Wheel: 6.5 J x 16 ET 44.
Tyre: 205/55 R16
Item number
A4154011000

£180.00*
02 Mud flaps

Protect the underbody and the sides of your vehicle from loose
chippings and dirt with our durable mud flaps – available in pairs
for your front or rear axle.

Front set
Item number A4158900078

£52.00
Rear set
Item number A4158900178

£52.00

02

*Please note, the tyres are not included in the price
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Protection
Keep your Citan looking its best with all the protective
accessories you could need to guard against dirt,
scratches and day-to-day wear and tear.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

02

04

03

05

01

01 All season mats

02 Rep mats

03 Velour floor mats

04 Shallow load compartment tub

05 Seat cover

Made from dirt and water-repellent rubber,
these mats help protect the floor of the
vehicle. Hardwearing and easy to clean,
they’re embossed with the Mercedes‑Benz
logo for a premium look and feel.

Our needle felt floor mats are durable and
extremely robust. They’re also embroidered
with Mercedes-Benz lettering for a clear
sign of quality.

Our velour floor mats offer durability,
fade-resistant colour and a neutral odour
– even after three winters of use. The
mats can be clip-fastened to the floor
to prevent slipping and are marked with
Mercedes-Benz lettering.

Made from lightweight, robust plastic, our
shallow load compartment tub provides
protection from dirt and scratches. The tub
is marked with the Mercedes-Benz logo.

Citan seat covers are made from black
Lima fabric, which means they are easy
to care for and breathable – to keep
your seats in pristine condition. They are
washable at 30°C, do not fade and are
water resistant too.

Driver’s mat
Item number A4156800148

Driver’s mat
Item number A4156800748

2-piece set - Driver and passenger mats
Item number A4156801600

Item number
A4158680007

Item number
A4159700088

£36.80

£34.50

£41.30

£69.00

£104.00

Passenger’s mat
Item number A4156801348

Passenger’s mat
Item number A4156840203

Passenger’s mat
Item number A4156840100

£32.90

£29.90

£37.50
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Technology
Our technology accessories will help you stay on the move
for longer, keeping you connected and helping you enjoy
every journey that little bit more.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

02

01

03

01 Cruise
control, without rear wipe/wash function


02 Radio

03 USB Power charger

Accelerate, slow down and maintain a steady speed, all via
a single control stalk. Cruise control is a convenient feature,
not just on long journeys, but on shorter trips too.

Our LCD radio features AUX and USB ports, and it enables
Bluetooth® telephony and audio streaming. Available with
or without a CD player, it’s a great way to keep you company
throughout the working day.

Our USB Power charger’s intelligent “smart charging” allows
you to power up your mobile quickly and conveniently via
the cigarette lighter while you’re on the move. It includes
protection against overheating, as well as subtly illuminated
USB ports that make the charger easy to use in the dark.

Item number
A4155451300

Item number
A4158201900

Item number
A2138202403

£192.00

£254.00

£20.83
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Storage and Towing
Ladders, tools, work gear, skis… if you need to load a little
extra on to your Citan then we’ve got the fittings you need to
feel confident carrying more. Each component has been
precision-designed to fit seamlessly with your vehicle, and
ensure that everything is held safely in place at all times.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

01

02

03

01 Standard basic carrier bars

02 Ladder rack

03 Cargo rack with loading roller

Secure your tools or equipment to these carrier bars, which
screw-fit to the van’s roof channel. The robust steel structure
of the bars is designed to withstand the toughest demands.

Transport ladders safely and securely on these
basic carrier bars. The Citan’s ladder rack has
a beautifully simple design and is also quick
to fit.

Expand your cargo space and transport your bulkier loads with ease.
The robust steel structure means you can carry heavy loads with confidence.

Single bridge
Item number A4158900593

Item number
A9068400018

£142.00

£60.50

Cargo rack with loading roller,
compact
Item number A4158900793

Cargo rack with loading roller,
long (shown)
Item number A4158900293

Cargo rack with loading roller,
extra long
Item number A4158900893

£402.00

£425.00

£624.00
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

04

06

07
05

04 Roof rails with integral basic carrier bars

05 Rigid trailer coupling

06 Tow Bar electric kit

07 Mercedes-Benz roof box

Increase your load capacity with these roof rails, which
can also be used as a roof rack. The side supports can
simply be raised up into a carrying position to secure
your gear in place.

Attach a trailer in confidence, thanks to our
coupling’s corrosion-protected finish and maximum
drawbar load of 75 kg.

Ensure your vehicle’s rear lighting is connected
safely to your trailer with our Tow Bar electric kit. The
kit includes all the items you need to successfully
complete your trailer coupling.

Expand your cargo space and transport your bulky
and heavy loads with our durable roof box – made
with a robust steel structure.
Mercedes-Benz roof box 400,
opens on both sides
Item number A0008401300

Item number
A4158901593

Item number
A4153150400

Item number
A4158200000

£321.00

£215.00

£106.00

£359.17
Mercedes-Benz roof box 450,
opens on both sides
Item number A0008401200

£497.00
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Safety
Keep yourself – and your passengers – safe and sound.
We invest £4.6 billion a year in R&D to ensure our
vehicles are fitted with the latest safety equipment. And
to complement your Citan’s integrated safety features,
we offer the reassurance of child seats for all ages as
well as a high-visibility jacket.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

01

02

03

04

01 KIDFIX XP child seat, with ISOFIT

02 DUO plus child seat, with ISOFIX

03 BABY-SAFE plus II child seat,

04 Fluorescent jacket, compact

Suitable for children between the ages of 3-12 (15-36kg bodyweight), the KIDFIX XP child
seat attaches securely with an ISOFIT fitting – or with the vehicle’s three-point seat belt if
ISOFIT isn’t available.

Designed for the smallest of passengers (013kg), our BABY-SAFE plus II seat includes a
patented D-Sip system to improve side-impact
protection, easily-adjustable head restraints,
an adjustable carrying handle, a curved base
for rocking or feeding and removable, washable
seat covers. What’s more, the seat integrates
with your vehicle to ensure automatic
recognition and airbag shut off.

This bright yellow jacket with fluorescent
strips makes you more visible to others, for
optimum safety in every situation. Rolled
for compact storage and supplied in an
individual fabric bag, it’s ideal for stowage
compartments in vehicle doors.

Replacement covers are available separately. Weight of seat approx. 7.6kg.

Children between 9 months to 4 years
(weighing 9-18kg) will enjoy travelling in our
DUO plus child seat. Easily adjustable to
accommodate sitting, reclining and sleeping,
as well as keeping up with your child as they
grow, the seat offers optimum protection and
features a top-tether strap as standard. It can
be fitted with the ISOFIX attachment system,
or used with the vehicle’s three-point seat belt.

Item number
A0009704902

Item number
A0009704302

Item number
A0009703802

Item number
A0005833500

£238.10

£291.43

£249.05

£7.08

Large padded wings, courtesy of the energy-absorbing XP-PAD, enhance side impact
protection while the seat’s V-shaped backrest, adjustable belt guides and headrest mean
that the seat will grow with your child. The backrest can even be removed to transform the
KIDFIX XP into a booster seat.
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Mercedes-Benz Citan

Fixings
Ensure all your extra cargo is kept securely in place
with our fixings accessories. We’ve everything you
need to fully equip your Citan and get your load from
A to B without any issues.
01 Tie-down strap

This reliable accessory is made for
everyday use. Designed to secure objects
in place and stop them from sliding
around during your journey, the tie-down
strap prevents damage to cargo and also
protects passengers from moving objects,
particularly under heavy braking.

01

Item number
A0008900294

£35.80
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